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Influenza viruses, including influenza A virus (IAV) and influenza B virus (IBV), have caused upper respiratory tract diseases throughout human history (Palese [@CR54]). Both IAV and IBV are negative-sense ssRNA viruses in the Orthomyxoviridae virus family. Influenza affects 5--10% of adults and up to 40% of children under the age of 5 years every year in the USA (World Health Organization [@CR72]; Molinari et al. [@CR51]; Coates et al. [@CR16]). The influenza virus usually causes a relatively mild disease of the upper respiratory tract that is readily cleared with little need for medical intervention (Kuiken et al. [@CR45]). However, infection with seasonal or more virulent pandemic strains can cause life-threatening or fatal acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (Short et al. [@CR66]). Viral encephalitis also occurs in rare cases, with or without respiratory manifestations (Steininger et al. [@CR70]; Zhang et al. [@CR78]), and non-viral acute necrotizing encephalopathy (ANE) has also been reported (Neilson [@CR52]). Influenza has a low, but non-negligible case-fatality ratio, which nonetheless varies considerably from 0.04 to 0.4%. These variations largely reflect variations in the virulence of the viral isolates (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]). About 90--170 deaths from influenza are reported annually in children in the USA (World Health Organization [@CR72]; Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Doyle and Campbell [@CR23]) confirming the ability of influenza to cause fatal disease in a small group of individuals. There are only a few known risk factors for severe influenza, particularly in young patients. The best known are pre-existing respiratory illnesses, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and acquired immunodeficiencies, such as AIDS (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR15]; Collins et al. [@CR18]). Intriguingly, none of the more than 330 known primary immunodeficiencies, including congenital absences of T, B, and/or NK lymphocytes, has been shown to underlie severe influenza (Picard et al. [@CR57]). Adaptive immunity is required to mount a protective response following influenza vaccination, but does not seem to be required to cope with primary infections. The reasons for the considerable interindividual variability of influenza infections have, therefore, remained elusive. Surprisingly, forward genetics approach identified inherited Mx1 deficiency as a strong determinant of vulnerability to IAV in mice years before human patients (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR15]; Haller et al. [@CR31], [@CR32]; Zhang et al. [@CR79]). Recently discovered inborn errors of immunity (IEIs) have demonstrated that life-threatening influenza pneumonitis or encephalitis can be caused by monogenic defects of innate/intrinsic immunity (Bigley et al. [@CR4]; Pasquet et al. [@CR55]; Sologuren et al. [@CR68]; Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Hernandez et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]; Picard et al. [@CR58]). Here, we discuss the human genetic determinism of life-threatening influenza pneumonitis, which is rapidly changing our understanding of both clinical influenza and the basic principles of antiviral immunity.

Inherited GATA2 deficiency {#Sec2}
--------------------------

Four IEIs---GATA2 (Bigley et al. [@CR4]; Pasquet et al. [@CR55]; Sologuren et al. [@CR68]), IRF7 (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]), IRF9 (Hernandez et al. [@CR36]), and TLR3 (Lim et al. [@CR49]) deficiencies---have been shown to cause life-threatening influenza pneumonitis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Autosomal dominant (AD) GATA2 deficiency is the only one of these IEIs leading to a pleiotropic syndromic disorder that manifests as a lack of multilymphoid and granulocyte--macrophage progenitors in the bone marrow, smaller numbers of dendritic cells (DCs), monocytes, T, B and NK lymphocytes in peripheral blood, and higher susceptibility to viral, mycobacterial, and fungal infections. However, the severity of each manifestation varies between patients, and relatives with at-risk genotypes can be asymptomatic (Bigley et al. [@CR4]; Pasquet et al. [@CR55]; Sologuren et al. [@CR68]; Dickinson et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]; Spinner et al. [@CR69]; Collin et al. [@CR17]; Donadieu et al. [@CR22]). The deaths of four adults from severe infections despite the presence of IAV-neutralizing antibodies in the serum have been reported (Bigley et al. [@CR4]; Pasquet et al. [@CR55]; Sologuren et al. [@CR68]). The complex hematopoietic and immunological defects in GATA2-deficient patients make it difficult to determine the precise mechanism underlying these deaths from influenza. At least three hypotheses have been proposed. First, one of the common features of GATA2 deficiency is a complete absence of DCs and monocytes in the peripheral blood but the preservation of tissue macrophages (Bigley et al. [@CR6]). The lack of DCs, including CD123 + plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs), may contribute to susceptibility to IAV, because pDCs are known to produce massive amount of type I interferon (IFN) in response to viral infections (Bigley et al. [@CR6]; Reizis [@CR62]). In all four patients with this deficiency who died from influenza, the numbers of pDCs (Bigley et al. [@CR4]) or peripheral monocytes (Pasquet et al. [@CR55]; Sologuren et al. [@CR68]) were low, in a context of numerous other hematopoietic abnormalities. However, other IEIs resulting in an absence of pDCs, including IRF8 and IKZF1 deficiencies, have not been reported to underlie severe influenza (Bigley et al. [@CR5], [@CR6]; Hambleton et al. [@CR33]; Hoshino et al. [@CR38]; Boutboul et al. [@CR8]; Cytlak et al. [@CR19]). More evidence is therefore required to support a role for pDC. Second, type II IFN (IFN-γ)-mediated hypercytokinemia during infection was observed in two patients who died from IAV infections, suggesting that immune dysregulation may also contribute to the severity of pneumonitis (Sologuren et al. [@CR68]). Third, severe pulmonary alveolar proteinosis and diffuse parenchymal lung disease have been reported in some GATA2-deficient patients (Donadieu et al. [@CR22]; Griese et al. [@CR29]; Svobodova et al. [@CR71]). None of the four lethal cases were associated with detectable abnormalities in the lung itself, but further studies are required to determine whether these and perhaps other features of GATA2 deficiency also contribute to the severity of influenza infections.Table 1IEIs reported to be associated with life-threatening influenza pneumonitisGenetic defectsNumber of severe IAV cases reportedTotal number of cases reportedPercentage of severe IAV infections (%)GATA24 \> 136 \< 3IRF711100IRF91333TLR33933

Inherited IRF7 and IRF9 deficiencies {#Sec3}
------------------------------------

Unlike patients with GATA2 deficiency, those with autosomal recessive (AR) IRF7 and AR IRF9 deficiencies have an almost isolated susceptibility to influenza (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Hernandez et al. [@CR36]; Lim et al. [@CR49]), albeit only a few patients have been studied so far (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Only a few signs of broader vulnerability to viruses, including the vaccine strain of measles, have been observed (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Hernandez et al. [@CR36]). No overt immunological abnormality was detected in laboratory tests on these patients except for two recently reported IRF9-deficient patients from the same consanguineous family (Bravo et al. [@CR9]). The cells of IRF7- and IRF9-deficient patients are susceptible to IAV infections in vitro, and to laboratory strains of other viruses, such as VSV (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Hernandez et al. [@CR36]; Bravo et al. [@CR9]). Surprisingly, these patients are exposed, yet resistant to most common pathogens, including viruses such as HPV, RSV, and EBV. Indeed, they are generally healthy until they develop ARDS following IAV infection. Unique phenotypes were reported for two IRF9-deficient patients from the same consanguineous family (Bravo et al. [@CR9]). Indeed, these siblings had a broader viral phenotype, including susceptibility to the yellow fever (YF) vaccine strain, the chicken pox vaccine strain, enterovirus encephalitis, dengue fever, zika virus, and IBV, as well as hypogammaglobulinemia, lymphopenia, and other congenital defects. IRF9 deficiency was validated in these patients, but a panel of only about 400 genes was sequenced, too few to exclude mutations in other genes. One of the major weaknesses of panels of genes for IEI diagnosis is that they cannot rule out a role for other genetic lesions. Whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing approaches are much more powerful. Nevertheless, these cases show that life-threatening influenza in otherwise healthy individuals can be caused by monogenic diseases.

The isolated influenza ARDS observed in IRF7- and IRF9-deficient patients suggested that type I and III interferon (IFN)-mediated immunity was indispensable for host defense against influenza. Three types of IFNs have been recognized since the original discovery of type I IFN over 60 years ago (Isaacs and Lindenmann [@CR40]; Isaacs et al. [@CR41]). Type I IFNs (13 IFN-α, and single IFN-β, -κ, -ε, -ω) and type III IFNs (3 IFN-λ) have the same downstream signaling pathway (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (Lazear et al. [@CR47]; Platanias [@CR60]; Schneider et al. [@CR64]), whereas that of type II IFN (IFN-γ) is different (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (Lazear et al. [@CR47]; Platanias [@CR60]; Schneider et al. [@CR64]). Viral RNA released during infection can be sensed by microbial sensors, such as TLR3, RIG-I, and MDA5, which then activate the transcription factors IRF3 and IRF7, inducing the production of type I and III IFNs (Kawai and Akira [@CR44]). These IFNs bind to receptors on the same and nearby cells, activating interferon-stimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3, a complex of STAT1, STAT2, and IRF9), and inducing the expression of hundreds of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) capable of controlling viral infections (Lazear et al. [@CR47]; Platanias [@CR60]; Schneider et al. [@CR64]). Defects of IRF7 or IRF9 interrupt both type I and III IFN signaling, at different points (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). IRF7 deficiency hinders the amplification of IFNs, including, in particular, the early production of massive amounts of type I IFNs by pDC and other cell types (Reizis [@CR62]). By contrast, IRF9 deficiency prevents ISGF3 formation and essentially blocks downstream type I and III IFN responses (Lazear et al. [@CR47]). This, in turn, prevents the auto-amplification of antiviral IFNs. The similarity of the phenotypes of IRF7- and IRF9-deficient patients shows that the type I and III IFN pathways are the key to controlling influenza infections.Fig. 1Genetic defects in the type I and III IFN pathways. Genetic defects are labeled with gene/protein names and associated diseases are labeled with color codes. Genetic defects that are not identified so far (RIG-I) or mainly lead to diseases in other pathways (JAK1, TYK2, and STAT3) are labeled in black. HSE herpes simplex encephalitis, LAV live attenuated vaccine, FLU influenza, IBD inflammatory bowel disease

It has been suggested that type I and III IFNs are somewhat redundant, as they share the same downstream pathway. The preferential expression of type III IFN receptors on epithelial cells (e.g., the lung epithelial cells, PECs) is considered to indicate a role in the first line of defense, whereas type I IFNs seem to be reserved for systemic infections, as their receptors are ubiquitously expressed (Lazear et al. [@CR47]). Studies of IRF7 and IRF9 deficiencies support this hypothesis, as both type I and III responses are crippled in these patients. Defects of type I IFNs result in diseases different from those observed in patients with type III IFN defects (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Defects of IFNAR1 or IFNAR2, which comprise the receptor for all 17 type I IFNs, result in life-threatening infections with live attenuated vaccines (LAVs), particularly measles and YF vaccines (Hernandez et al. [@CR37]; Hambleton et al. [@CR34]; Moens et al. [@CR50]). Defects of STAT1 and STAT2, the other two components of the ISGF3 complex, also increase susceptibility to LAVs (Hambleton et al. [@CR34]; Moens et al. [@CR50]; Dupuis et al. [@CR26]; Averbuch et al. [@CR3]). Both IRF7- and IRF9-deficient patients experience self-limited but clinically recognized infections following measles--mumps--rubella (MMR) vaccination (Ciancanelli et al. [@CR14]; Hernandez et al. [@CR36]). Defects that cripple type I IFN responses can therefore be considered to disrupt host defense against viral LAVs. These infections are considered to be systemic because the physical barrier is breached by injection. By contrast, IL10R2 deficiency, which cripples cellular responses to IL-10, IL-22, IL-26 and type III IFNs, appears to be associated with inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) rather than severe infections (Glocker et al. [@CR28]; Pigneur et al. [@CR59]; Karaca et al. [@CR43]; Huang et al. [@CR39]; Charbit-Henrion et al. [@CR13]). This is because IL10R2 is shared by several IL-10 family cytokines, including IL-10, IL-22, and IL-26, in addition to IFN-λ (Shouval et al. [@CR67]; Ouyang and O'Garra [@CR53]). Defects of IL-10, IL10R1, and IL10R2 all lead to severe very early-onset IBDs, often necessitating transplantation at a very young age (Karaca et al. [@CR43]; Engelhardt et al. [@CR27]). Susceptibility to influenza has never yet been reported in patients with such defects, although the severity of IBD and other infections might mask the phenotype. In total, 61 patients from three large cohorts were recently described, 12 of whom died at ages of 40 days to 10 years; 13 underwent transplantation before the age of 10 years; and the patients still alive were all aged between one and 25 years (Pigneur et al. [@CR59]; Huang et al. [@CR39]; Engelhardt et al. [@CR27]). The patients who have undergone transplantation have remained well so far as 18 years old, despite the persistence of IL10RB deficiency in non-hematopoietic cells, suggesting that the IBD and infections observed in these patients were due principally to the defects of hematopoietic cells. No defects selectively blocking the type III IFN pathway only (e.g., IFN-λ or IFN-λR1 deficiency) have ever been described. The identification of patients with such deficiencies would provide information about the requirement of type III IFNs for host defense against influenza.

Inherited TLR3 deficiency {#Sec4}
-------------------------

The recent discovery of three patients with influenza ARDS and TLR3 deficiency is rather surprising, because all previously reported defects of the TLR3 pathway, including TLR3 (Zhang et al. [@CR75]; Guo et al. [@CR30]), UNC-93B (Casrouge et al. [@CR12]), TRIF (Sancho-Shimizu et al. [@CR63]), TRAF3 (Perez de Diego et al. [@CR56]), TBK1 (Herman et al. [@CR35]), IRF3 (Andersen et al. [@CR1]), and some NEMO mutations (Zhang et al. [@CR76]), were found to cause herpes simplex encephalitis (HSE) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (Zhang et al. [@CR76], [@CR77]; Lim et al. [@CR48]; Zhang and Casanova [@CR74]). The human genetics and cellular mechanisms of HSE are discussed in detail in another review in this issue by Zhang \[[@CR200]\]. In 2019, the first association between heterozygous TLR3 mutations and influenza pneumonitis was reported (Lim et al. [@CR49]). Three unrelated, otherwise healthy children suffering from IAV ARDS were identified. Two of these patients carried the exactly same mutation as had previously been detected in four HSE patients (Lim et al. [@CR49]). To date, no patient suffering from both HSE and IAV ARDS has ever been identified. Incomplete penetrance of these defects is observed in both HSE and IAV ARDS patients. Individuals carrying deleterious heterozygous TLR3 mutations may present as healthy, or with HSE or IAV ARDS. This observation also raises questions about the susceptibility of patients with defects of other genes of the TLR3 pathway to IAV ARDS, and about the possible susceptibility of IRF7- and IRF9-deficient patients to HSE. Defects of TLR3, which acts as a dsRNA sensor, impair both type I and III responses to IAV. Such defects can be rescued by exogenous type I and/or III IFNs, depending on the distribution of IFN receptors on the infected cell types. For example, defective TLR3 signaling can be rescued by either type I or III IFNs in IAV-infected PECs because both receptors are strongly expressed on these cells (Lim et al. [@CR49]), highlighting the redundancy between type I and III IFNs in certain tissues. More intriguingly, TLR3 is dispensable for viral sensing by pDCs, as pDCs do not express TLR3, even when activated. Unsurprisingly, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from TLR3-deficient patients produce normal amounts of type I and III IFNs in response to IAV, given that pDCs are the major producers of IFN in blood (Lim et al. [@CR49]). However, TLR3 is essential for the sensing of viruses by fibroblasts and PECs, highlighting the importance of host defense in infected tissues. Observations in cases of TLR3 deficiency suggest that the tissue distribution of type I or III IFN signaling molecules, rather than the biochemical differences between these two pathways, determines susceptibility to IAV.

IEIs causing defective type I and III IFN responses that have not been associated with severe influenza {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Five other inborn errors of the core type I and III IFN pathways---IFNAR1, IFNAR2, STAT1, STAT2, and IFIH1/MDA5 deficiencies---have been associated with life-threatening viral infections not specifically with severe influenza. IFNAR2 deficiency was the first of these deficiencies to be reported, in a patient who died from infections with vaccine strain measles and mumps and human herpes virus 6 (HHV6) (Duncan et al. [@CR24]). IFNAR1 deficiency was reported in one patient with severe vaccine strain measles and another patient with severe vaccine strain YF. Both patients survived and are otherwise healthy and now in their teens (Hernandez et al. [@CR37]). Serological data showed that these patients had been exposed to common viral pathogens, such as EBV, HSV, and CMV, without developing clinical disease. These three cases demonstrate that impaired type I IFN signaling increases susceptibility to LAVs, while preserving host defense against most other viral infections. Interestingly, the IFNAR1-deficient patient who developed severe vaccine strain YF infection did not develop clinically detectable MMR infection after vaccination, suggesting that penetrance is incomplete (Hernandez et al. [@CR37]). The phenotypes of the IFNAR1- and IFNAR2-deficient patients are surprising, because both IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 deficiencies are thought to disrupt signaling downstream from all 17 type I IFNs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), although the persistence of residual signaling downstream from certain type I IFNs has never been tested experimentally. Careful measurement of the responses to all 17 type I IFNs in the cells of these patients would reveal whether isolated LAV infections and apparent incomplete penetrance result from residual signaling. It remains a mystery why the disruption of a broad range of IFNs, with different affinities for the receptors and different tissue distributions, results in isolated LAV infection. Immunization with LAVs in early childhood has only been widely practiced for the last 50 years (Poyhonen et al. [@CR61]), which is not long enough for selection pressure to have been exerted on the general population. The rarity of IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 deficiencies suggests that type I IFNs are evolutionarily important, but for reasons not entirely understood as yet.

Like patients with IRF9, IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 deficiencies, STAT2-deficient patients are susceptible to viral infections due to defects of the ISGF3 complex and type I IFN signaling (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In total, nine individuals carrying AR STAT2 deficiencies have been reported, eight of whom developed viral infections, including MMR vaccine strain infections. However, the severity of infection ranged from occasional hospitalization to death (Hambleton et al. [@CR34]; Moens et al. [@CR50]; Shahni et al. [@CR65]). Viral encephalitis is common in STAT2-deficient patients, although other types of viral infection may also be observed. By contrast, STAT1-deficient patients present with a much broader spectrum of infections due to the role of the STAT1-STAT1 homodimer, also known as gamma-activated factor (GAF), in responding to type II IFN (Casanova et al. [@CR10]). Both loss-of-function (LOF) and gain-of-function (GOF) mutations of STAT1 have been discovered (Casanova et al. [@CR10]). We focus here on the LOF mutations of STAT1 causing defects in responses to all three types of IFN. Homozygous complete and partial LOF mutations of STAT1 increase susceptibility to both viral and mycobacterial infections, due to defects of ISGF3 and GAF formation, respectively. Heterozygous LOF mutations of STAT1 increase susceptibility to mycobacterial infections, but not viral infections (Averbuch et al. [@CR3]; Casanova et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]; Dupuis et al. [@CR25]; Boisson-Dupuis et al. [@CR7]). This segregation of phenotypes is consistent with the biochemical difference between the ISGF3 and GAF complexes. Presumably, when half the STAT1 proteins are defective, half the ISGF3 complexes remain functional, whereas only a quarter of the GAF homodimers are likely to remain functional. STAT1 deficiencies can therefore present with various phenotypes and require thorough clinical and genetic investigation.

The recently discovered IFIH1/MDA5 deficiency has not yet been associated with greater susceptibility to influenza in humans. However, there is indirect evidence to suggest that MDA5 contributes to host defense against influenza. In total, three patients with homozygous LOF IFIH1 mutations have been reported since 2017 (Asgari et al. [@CR2]; Lamborn et al. [@CR46]; Zaki et al. [@CR73]). The first suffered from recurrent severe rhinovirus infections, revealing the first genetic cause of the common cold (Lamborn et al. [@CR46]). This patient also had two episodes of severe IAV infections and one episode of severe IBV infection requiring hospitalization. However, the patient's primary nasal epithelial cells and fibroblasts, and RNAi studies of IFIH1 in normal respiratory epithelial cells revealed normal control of IAV and type I IFN responses (Lamborn et al. [@CR46]). The second patient suffered from one isolated episode of almost lethal RSV infection. No further rhinovirus infections or IAV infections have been reported in this patient to date (Asgari et al. [@CR2]). The third patient suffered from recurrent severe upper and lower respiratory tract/chest infections requiring frequent hospitalization and intensive care, although the viral pathogen was not identified from her nasal swabs (Zaki et al. [@CR73]). Thus, one of the three individuals with homozygous LOF MDA5 deficiency has suffered from severe influenza infections. By contrast to homozygous IFIH1 mutations, the clinical and biological significance of heterozygous IFIH1 mutations remains unclear. There are unexplained discrepancies among different cohorts. Two of the 11 individuals (including parents of the index patients) carrying heterozygous LOF IFIH1 mutations reported by Asgari et al. suffered from severe rhinovirus infections and 5 suffered from severe RSV infections (Asgari et al. [@CR2]). However, the heterozygous parents and siblings of the three reported homozygous patients are clinically healthy (Asgari et al. [@CR2]; Lamborn et al. [@CR46]; Zaki et al. [@CR73]). The probability of being loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) for IFIH1 is 0 (*o*/*e* = 1.25), which suggests that heterozygous LOF mutations of this gene would be tolerated in the general population. Moreover, the human gene damage index (GDI) of IFIH1 is 13.41, one of the highest values for IEI disease-causing genes recorded to date and close to the general cutoff of 13.84, also suggesting that mutations of IFIH1 are more tolerated in healthy individuals than most other IEI disease-causing genes (Itan et al. [@CR42]). Based on these observations in humans, it is plausible that more MDA5-deficient patients with different phenotypes and incomplete penetrance will be identified in the near future.

Concluding remarks {#Sec6}
==================

In summary, life-threatening influenza ARDS can be caused by monogenic IEIs of type I and/or III IFN-mediated innate/intrinsic immunity in some children. At odds with traditional views, these defects are more likely to lead to isolated influenza infections in otherwise healthy individuals without overt immune abnormalities and with no other severe infections. These defects are "lacunar". Other defects of these shared pathways increase susceptibility to infections with other viruses, including HSE, LAVs, rhinovirus, RSV, and other common viruses. Incomplete penetrance is common for these disorders, particularly for those with AD inheritance, but also for AR disorders. Incomplete penetrance may account for the seemingly sporadic inheritance and lack of genetically diagnosed cases. Only a few patients have been diagnosed genetically to date, but they provide evidence that life-threatening influenza pneumonitis in otherwise healthy individuals can have a genetic basis. We expect to find more diverse phenotypes in patients with defects of these shared pathways and studies of these phenotypes should improve our understanding of host defense against influenza in the general population.
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